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i ntroduction
The Rending of the Veil is a science-fantasy game about wandering vat-
grown biotech wizards trying to stop corrupted terraforming nanites from 
turning the planet into a frozen, uninhabitable wasteland. They are 
opposed by one of their own, an evil wizard commanding a number of 
monstrous undead armies, as well as the petty bickering of various human 
kingdoms in the face of total annihilation. In terms of fictional inspiration, 
it draws heavily on J.R.R. Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings and George R.R. 
Martin’s A Song of Ice & Fire / Game of Thrones, but reframes things.

the w inter war
Before you begin, read this section aloud to the players, to introduce them 
to the premise and setting.

Thousands of years ago, a slumbering assortment of human refugees was 
brought to a lifeless frozen planet by an enormous space ark. Clouds of 
terraforming nanotech were seeded into the planet’s weak atmosphere. 
Over the course of a few decades, the frozen world grew warm and vibrant 
with plant and animal life, just like the distant Earth that humanity had 
left behind. The ark’s advanced A.I.—after overseeing the terraforming 
process—woke its human cargo and sent them down to the planet’s 
surface, beginning the story of humanity anew on an alien world both 
familiar and strange.

Rather than living in unity, humans soon fragmented into a number of 
warring kingdoms, the majority of which returned to a feudal existence 
based on technologies they could build with their hands: agriculture, 
masonry, metalworking, and so on. The nanotech clouds, space ark, orbital 
A.I., and other unseen wonders became the stuff of myth and legend. Only 
a few small enclaves—hidden on mountain peaks and in secret valleys—
maintained expertise in advanced technology, allowing a select group of 
people known as the Lumen to live extremely long lives thanks to 
seemingly magical devices.
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Millennia later, a malfunction occurred in the terraforming nanotech 
known as the Veil. While it was supposed to continually maintain the 
fragile ecosystem of the planet, a small portion of the Veil began perverting 
its original mission by sustaining the functioning of living things long 
after death, creating undead monstrosities that wandered and attacked 
indiscriminately, gradually spreading the faulty programming to other 
portions of the Veil.

Sensing a serious threat, the orbital A.I. known as the Skymind dispatched 
one of its vat-grown biotech agents, the aeon Ulthar, to investigate this 
problem and develop a solution. Ulthar, however, grew fascinated with 
the Veil’s corruption and ultimately decided to further its cause rather 
than destroy it. Drawing on his neurally implanted connection with the 
Veil, Ulthar brought the corruption partially under his control, creating 
a series of monstrous undead armies and advancing as a conquerer across 
the face of the planet, destroying any human or Lumen forces that gathered 
to oppose him.

As Ulthar corrupted more of the Veil—turning it away from maintaining 
the environment and toward creating undead troops for his armies—the 
Veil’s ability to sustain the formerly frozen planet has weakened. A new 
ice age has descended, freezing the waters and diminishing the crops and 
animals that humans depend on for survival. Life is increasingly brutal 
and difficult, and—if this process continues—the planet may eventually 
become uninhabitable, as the air grows steadily thinner and colder.

To avoid that deadly fate, the Lumen have begun preparations to leave the 
planet and return to the space ark that brought their distant ancestors 
here. But only the Lumen have technology capable of flight, and it’s unclear 
how many people the ark can safely house. In the meantime, the numerous 
human and Lumen kingdoms bicker among themselves about the best 
way to stop or avoid Ulthar and his armies.

That’s when you arrive.

In an effort to save everything, the Skymind has sent its remaining aeons 
to the surface. Networked to the Veil, you look human (or, at least, Lumen) 
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but have senses and powers far beyond those of mortals. If you are killed 
or destroyed, the Skymind can simply reload your consciousness into 
another vat-grown body and send you back. It’s no wonder, then, that 
both humans and Lumen whisper that you are wizards.

However, you are not all-powerful. The Veil is increasingly tattered. 
Invoking its power for specific “magical” tasks furthers its destruction, 
despite whatever good you may accomplish. In addition, your mortal 
forms are strained every time you interface with the Veil, the Skymind, 
or your fellow aeons—including Ulthar. Overtaxing your bodies can send 
them into recuperative hibernation or require the Skymind to transfer 
your consciousness, both of which require valuable time.

The best path would be for mortals to rise up together and defeat Ulthar 
and his monsters. With Ulthar gone, you could likely cure the Veil of 
corruption and allow it to slowly repair itself (and the world). But the 
human kingdoms are divided, frightened, and desperate. Some have 
already chosen to side with Ulthar, as have more than a few of the newly 
dispatched aeons.

The odds are against you. What kind of future will you help create for this 
world? Or is it already doomed to destruction?

structure of play
The main characters in this game are aeons: biotech wizards who were 
vat-grown in a giant orbital spaceship and then sent down to the planet’s 
surface, charged with getting a bunch of bickering human kingdoms to 
unite against a threat to the entire planet’s survival. You are few in number, 
relatively speaking, and wander where you will, whether together or 
seperately. During those travels, you are tasked with righting wrongs, 
restore some semblance of order to lawless areas, and mending the very 
fabric of this broken world. If you fail, there will be nothing to stop Ulthar 
and his armies from rendering everything frozen and lifeless.
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In order to play, you’ll need a group of 2-5 players, a few six-sided dice, 
and a d10 + d4 to generate random locations on the map. One of you will 
assume the role of the Game Master (GM)—responsible for the characters, 
setting, and other parts of the game that are not directly related to the 
aeons—while the rest of you play a handful of uncorrupted aeons.

To play, first the players (except for the GM) will create their aeon 
characters, deciding what they are like and what special abilities they have 
through their connection with the Veil’s nanotech.

During character creation, the GM will set up the map of the world, 
following the instructions in the rules.

Then, the initial phase of the game begins, as the aeons set out from their 
starting point, wherever on the planet’s surface their pod has landed.

Gameplay is then divided into two main phases. In the Restoration Phase, 
the aeons wander through the torn lands trying to help bring the world 
back from the precipice of annihilation. In the Hibernation phase, the 
aoens undergo a period of unconsciousness to recharge and regenerate. 
During the Hibernation Phase, the GM (with the help of the players) 
decides what happens in various parts of the world while the aeons are 
inactive, creating complications or new situations when they return.

Each session of play consists of at least one Restoration Phase and at least 
one Hibernation Phase. After each Hibernation Phase, the players should 
collectively decide whether they want to continue playing or to wait to 
continue the game at a subsequent session.

Whenever the players and GM decide, they can trigger the Endgame Phase 
by moving to directly confront Ulthar and the corruption of the Veil, 
assisted by whatever forces they’ve managed to rally to this cause. Then 
the final battle begins, and all the players get to find out whether this story 
ends in victory or tragedy and at what cost.
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Character Creation
Pick a Name: Bythos, Ennoia, Nous, Aletheia, Logos, Zoe, Agera, Mix, 
Hinos, Auto, Akine, Synkras, Makaria, Elpis, Agape, Synesis, Sophia.

Rate Your Veil Arts: You start with 1 in each of the following categories 
of Veil abilities—called arts—but then divide 6 more among them, with 
a max of no greater than 3 in each category.

• Sense & Block, used to communicate through the Veil with other 
aeons, to recieve sensory information from another region of the 
Veil, or to block other aeons from using this art in your current 
region of the Veil.

• Light & Fire, used to have the Veil create blinding or illuminating 
brightness, as well as for warming or scorching heat and flame.

• Force & Shield, used to have the Veil seize things, knock them back, 
or arrest their progress, very much like telekinesis.

• Heal & Afflict, used to have the Veil restore or damage living things.

• Earth, Water, & Air, used to have the Veil manipulate the natural 
landscape and weather conditions.

List Your Affinities: While your consciousness has been newly uploaded 
into the body you now inhabit, you previously served as an assistant to 
the Skymind—the advanced A.I. that maintains the space ark and watches 
over this terraformed planet. Consequently, you observed many aspects 
of this world. While you have never been here before, basic details about 
the lives of humans, animals, plants, and other things are quite familiar 
to you. This has led to your affinities, aspects of the planet that you are 
particularly interested in, things that you observed but perhaps couldn’t 
fully understand from satellite feeds. These could be things like “insects” 
or “love” or specific questions such as “Why did King Argus kill his own 
brother Theon?” or “Why have all the rabbit left Kazu Forest?” Pick at 
least 1 and no more than 3 affinities to start. You can add more later, but 
they help provide a sense of why you think the world is worth saving. 
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Setting up the map
Take a look at the map on the preceding pages. There are 36 regions that 
are numbered with a letter and number combination A1, B1, etc. There 
are 4 regions on the edges that don’t exist—A2, A3, J2, and J3—but the 
others can be generated randomly by rolling a d8 for the letters and a d4 
for the numbers. 

The map also shows the various human kingdoms and Lumen sanctuaries 
that comprise the major population centers. The human city-states and 
outposts look like walled towns or castles. For example, there are two 
human settlements on F2, facing each other across a strait. The Lumen 
sanctuaries—filled with magic-like advanced technologies and detached 
immortals planning to leave for the space ark as soon as they can—are 
marked by “arcane” symbols, i.e. the logos of the forgotten corporations 
given charge of the original landing sites. For example, off the coast in C2 
lies the artificial floating island sanctuary of Icoryx, indicated by the 
stylized “I,” and the center of E4 shows the five overlapping circles of 
Pentax. While those corporations no longer exist, they live on as the names 
of those Lumen sactuaries and the sigils on the banners that fly there.

See the two skulls marked on H2 and G4? Those are the twin capitols of 
Ulthar and his forces. H2 is next to an undersea Lumen sanctuary marked 
by a diagonal sword symbol with an arrow at the end: Arcology. But Ulthar 
has turned the entire sanctum into an undead-filled magi-tech complex 
frozen beneath layers of sea ice. This is his bunker, where he feels his forces 
are impregnable. The skull on G4 lies beside a small human settlement, 
the tower fortress of Amordia and the village that surrounds it. But 
Amordia is long gone, now a launching point for Ulthar’s mindless armies 
of corpses animated by the corrupted Veil.

Now to set up the map! Put a small number 4 next to both Arcology and 
Amordia. This is the degree to which the Veil in these regions has been 
corrupted or damaged. Then, it’s the job of the GM to mark how the 
corruption has spread. The way this works is that the corruption spreads 
to the regions veritically and horizontally adjacent (not diagonally) of the  
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corrupted regions. But the spread is uneven—in two of the four regions 
surrounding a corrupted region, the level of damage and corruption will 
drop by 1; on the other two adjacent regions, it’ll drop by 2. So, surrounding 
a region with a corruption of 4 (like H2 and G4), you should mark two 
adjacent regions as 3 and two as 2.

Then, this continues outward. Around a region marked 3, there will be 
two regions marked 2 and two regions marked 1. And so on down the 
line until you don’t need to mark any more regions because that are all 
zero (you don’t need to mark uncorrupted regions at all).

The numbers represent the following:

• A Rating of 4 means all water in that region is frozen, not just on 
the surface but frozen solid all the way through. The air is thin and 
exertion leaves anyone gasping for breath. Ulthar’s undead armies 
have completely taken over. If there were once living people here, 
there are none now. Nothing grows, and the animals have fled. The 
Veil is thoroughly corrupted and tattered, with the remnants strongly 
resisting the efforts of aeons to invoke their powers.

• A Rating of 3 means all water is frozen, but just on the surface. Heavy 
snow falls and icy winds blow, but at least the air is breathable. People 
can live in this harsh winter climate, but few do; it’s too hard and the 
undead are everywhere. Only winter plants grow, and animals are 
very scarce. The Veil is largely broken, but threads of it remain.

• A Rating of 2 means that winter is just beginning to settle in. The 
snow has started to fall, frost is everywhere, the water is beginning 
to freeze, raiding parties of undead are common, and the people have 
mostly fled. But there are still some stubborn folks gathering the last 
of the autumn crops or hunting the rapidly migrating animals. The 
Veil is on the verge of collapsing under strain but is more responsive.

• A Rating of 1 means that winter is coming. The Veil is incapable of 
sustaining the environment here—given the strain—so the weather 
and the overall livibility of the area is deteriorating. 
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draw ing on the ve i l
When you—as an aeon—draw on the Veil with one of your arts, first 
declare your intent; the ideal outcome of your casting. You must also 
declare the art that you will use to fulfill this intended outcome. For 
example, you might say “I intend to shield myself from the raging storm, 
using Earth, Air & Water” or “I intend to yell directly into Ulthar’s mind 
with Sense & Block.”

After you declare your intent, the GM consults the Veil rating of your 
current location, noting how strongly the Veil resists being called on for 
this art. The higher the Veil rating the more difficult the task at hand.

Then, you roll a six-sided die (1d6) for each point you have in that art, 
while the GM rolls a die for each point in the Veil rating.

Each die that the GM rolls removes a die with a matching number from 
your result. For example, if you rolled 4 + 6 in a region with a Veil rating 
of 3 and then GM rolled 2 + 3 + 6, then the GM’s 6 would remove your 6, 
leaving you with just a 4.

Each die that remains from your roll counts as part of the potency of the 
art that you have just performed.

• 0 Dice of Potency: The Veil is damaged and your attempt to draw 
on it has just damaged it more. Raise the current Veil rating in your 
current region, and the GM will tell you how winter deepens.

• 1 Die of Potency: A lesser but significant effect. It is substantial but 
temporary, incomplete, unsatisfying, or creates complications.

• 2 Dice of Potency: A major effect. It makes a large difference in your 
current situation, one that really changes things.

• 3 Dice of Potency: A massive effect, perhaps more powerful than 
you intended, but the Veil can be unpredictable these days. Your art 
has ongoing ripple effects across the landscape, but also strains the 
Veil further: increase the rating for your current region by 1.
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mundane actions
Mundane actions are handled exactly like spells, except the player of the 
aeon always rolls a single die (1d6) and the GM rolls either 1, 2, or 3 dice, 
depending on the difficulty or risk of the task being attempted.

• 1 Die of Difficulty or Risk: Don’t even bother to roll. Just let the 
aeon succeed with 1 die of potency.

• 2 Dice: Moderately difficult or risky tasks.

• 3 Dice: Extremely difficult or risky tasks.

The potency of mundane actions is read the same way as for the arts of 
the Veil, but results of 0 lead to serious consequences for the aeon, often 
physical harm or being put in a really bad situation.

the h i bernation phase
Ideally, you should switch to the Hibernation Phase after about 2/3 of the 
game session has gone by OR if the aeons travel for across more than 3 
regions or undertake tasks requiring 3 weeks of time. If any of these occur, 
switch to a Hibernation Phase.

During a Hibernation Phase, the GM says what events occur, but also:

• On one random spot on the map (roll 1d10 + 1d4 to determine 
where), the Veil rating increases by 1.

• Find the highest rated region of the map (pick one if there’s a tie). 
An undead army sets out from this region to a neighboring region, 
increasing the neighboring region’s rating by 1.

• There may also be positive repurcussions from the aeons’ actions, 
based on the “Restoring the Veil” list below.

• Players can also adjust their aeons’ affiliations and heal any harm, 
and should say where their aeon slumbers for a month or so.
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restor ing the ve i l
The Veil rating of a region can be dropped a point by accomplishing any 
of the following:

• A vibrant human settlement is built or reestablished in a region 
without one.

• The Lumen set up their nanotech-restoration engines and are allowed 
to gradually weave the Veil back together.

• Animals and plants return to a region and are allowed to thrive.

• The undead are slain or driven back out of a region.

Gm gu i del ines
This document doesn’t really give the GM much help at the moment, in 
terms of how to describe things or what to describe. Hopefully the setting 
description and other stuff has been evocative, because there’s not really 
space or time to do a much better job.

Basically, fill your mind with wintery vistas, perhaps helped by finding 
great photographs or illustrations on the Internet to riff off of.

Make the distinction between the humans and the Lumen pretty strong, 
as strong as that between men and elves in Tolkien. They aren’t really the 
same type of being anymore. Human lives are desparate, brutish, and 
short. Lumen lives are eternal and magical, but they’re leaving.

The higher the Veil rating in an area, the more awful and desparate it is. 
Even in unrated regions can feel these effects, from refugees fleeding from 
nearby rated regions, for example.

As the desparation increasings, people act in increasingly selfish and 
short-sighted ways. This is one of the major tasks facing the aeons: getting 
people to look beyond their own short-term interests. Make up a few 
NPCs and then have them make desparate choices that create trouble.



tolk i en + thrones + sc i-f i
You are aeons—the vat-grown servants 
of an orbital A.I. called the Skymind. 
You have descended from the heavens 
to unite the warring human kingdoms 
and save the world. 
The Veil—the terraforming nanotech 
that sustains the planet’s environment—
has been corrupted by the aeon Ulthar 
and used to create monstrous armies. 
As the Veil weakens, an ice age begins, 
signaling the planet’s gradual return to 
being uninhabitable. 
Like Ulthar, you are heirs to the Veil’s 
power, but do you risk using this power 
and further straining the planet’s ability 
to survive?


